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Abstract: Rapid increase in image data produced by individuals
and companies provoke privacy hitches such as unauthorized
revelation of personal data and person’s individuality stealing, but
it can be used to protect privacy of the user and also personal
information. Data provider and Cloud Administrator are two
types of users who have privilege and access. However, there is
absence of research examining the effectiveness of implementing
techniques to images as a technology that protects privacy. The
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is selected for
the login authentication process, which ensures the protection of
information from unauthorized access and is proposed to create a
random key generation. Data perturbation is used to add noise in
databases, and Gaussian blur is done to introduce some degree of
degradation in the original image. The obtained test results show
that an AES with salt key can be randomly generated. In this
process, security authentication is reinforced in the ciphertext
changes that make up the key words for each encryption process.
The result shows that the model is relatively fast with a time
average of 0.034 s occupying less than 100kB of memory space.
Keywords : Lung Cancer Detection, CT Scan Image, Cancer,
Image Processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing combines conventional computing and
networking approaches altogether in order to execute a
specific task. Due to advancement in technologies, service
providers and users are going towards the cloud. Today
different enterprises are using their own cloud services to the
end users for the purpose of providing network connection
and availability of superior services. Although cloud
computing has more advantages than conventional storage
mechanisms; security concern is an obstacle for choosing it.
Lot of research work has been executed in this area. Cloud
infrastructure has two modes one is public and the other is
private. Personal mode provides services to smaller group of
people and is dedicated to a company hosted. And it has
minimized security issues. Public mode is hosted by the cloud
provider where the security is an important issue. With the
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emergence of technologies, many companies have invested in
cloud and large users located at various geographical areas
share data at high speeds. But the cloud environment has
security compromises in its system performance, reliability
and security. Privacy issues usually arise in online social
networks (OSNs), where the individual's information can be
scrutinized from their own images [1, 2, 3]. The outsourcing
of computing image feature extraction by data providers to
cloud discloses the owner's data namely personal, locality,
financial status and also sensitive data. The attacker can
subtract the content of the from the benchmark image and
there is a possibility to retrieve a portion of the image. From
the survey, it was found that no previous studies have
examined the performance of perturbing digital database
particularly image data. A usual way to protect content of the
image is to blur a owner's faces in an image [1, 4 5, 6, 7] so
that the identity of the person is protected even if the image is
shared with unwanted viewers [1]. Various characters such as
objects in the image, the background structure [9, 10] in an
image discloses owner’s information other than identity. One
of the broadly used method to protect important content in an
image is to soften it and degrade using Gaussian blur [8, 11].
Current approaches are insufficient to ensure image data
security, especially for end users. Our goal is to examine the
effectiveness of AES with salt, perturbation and blurring as a
means of protecting privacy against human recognition.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A novel visual cryptography scheme [12] shares two binary
confidential images of two rectangular stock images with no
pixel expansion. The main challenge to overcome it is about
data security in a distributed environment. The idea is to
create a database that protects privacy, such as updating data
sharing functions, restricting access and sharing of data, and
delivering data to a central company, thus supporting
database sharing and proprietary data. Data confidentiality is
achieved by keeping compatible relationships in a distributed
environment. Portable capability can be combined with cloud
computing services to provide secured services to customers.
Also, privacy [13] is a major concern in collective ubiquitous
computing, as it may prevent data sharing about a wide
variety of data. Security Multiparty Accounting Algorithm
that allows the client to register using encrypted identifiers
[14].
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The protocol is more practical than previous secure
enrollment models in data access requirements for
communicating with third parties. Although certainly
possible, the basic mechanism of the number of records is the
speed of measurement. This method introduced an additional
version of the proposed protocol, in which data holders
incorporate Q-anonymous features of their client into their
encrypted data submissions. These characteristics facilitate
highly efficient enrollment and support the proper protection
of the fact that every company is less affiliated with gay men
in the union of all executive consumers. Beyond a
hypothetical measure of the problem, the method provides a
broad test score. Privacy-Protecting Algorithm [15], [16] to
securely integrate personal data from different data providers.
Two information-based authentication and transfer programs
[17] are used to protect health information sharing and
privacy in health social networks (HSN). HSN users are
labeled with decent dignified attributes and it aids more
efficient computation, supporting a proper security that each
record is connected to not less than k individuals in the union
of all administration consumers. OSNs [19] have accelerated
the emergence of large amounts of personal information on
the Internet. The attribute-based exchange program allows an
HSN user to hide health information in a web text associated
with a personalized access policy which is defined by the
target properties. Users who meet the access policy only can
encrypt web text. Two attribute-based authentication and
transfer programs effectively address pseudo-attack,
attribute-trace attack, alert attack, and joint attack through
security analysis. The concern of usage limit refers to
restricting data after publication. The widespread growth in
the number of users engaging in sharing contents, data
publishing is becoming an increasingly important issue. This
problem is best solved by providing a reliable hardware
environment for each user, but unfortunately its cost is high.
OSN [18], [21] have found difficulties in using a particular
context and specific image sharing. In previous OSNs, the
owner of the uploaded image could access the content, but
other users with the same content could not set the fate.
DECENT, [20] is a framework for OSNs that utilizes hash
tables to accumulate data of the user, and includes
cryptographic safeguards for prudence and integrity along
with rapid recovery. DECENT makes that data / social
associations are not available to fraudulent users for their
copying and verifying it. Separate social networking content
makes that OSNs [22] provide which decoupling users control
with their own social information only have access to a third
party. Geo-Aware Social Networks [23] impose privacy
concerns beyond location-based services. Content published
on it is associated frequently with citations to multiple users
without the awareness of the publisher about the privacy of
those users.
III. METHODOLOGY
This section gives the methodology used in the proposed
system for the real-time image privacy preservation using
AES Algorithm with salt and gaussian blur algorithm with the
application of data perturbation in cloud based environment.
Figure 1 shows the block diagram showing application of the
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above three techniques in privacy preservation of image data.

Figure 1. Block Diagram of proposed system in Privacy
Preservation of image data
A. Data Perturbation
Organizations store huge data, most of which are personal
or confidential data and those data must be secured from
illegal parties and also from those who are having permission
to access it. The interest in this concern is relating to control
access to private database to authenticate legal users. Data
perturbation protects private data with random noise added in
cryptographic properties of plaintext thereby allowing legal
users to access important statistical attributes from the
database. This protects the unique secret of a record. It is a
technique for maintaining data privacy. This technique
changes the value of the data record without changing the
underlying object of the data. It uses two techniques: data
distribution and data distortion by generating decision tree
classifications to include noise or any other data in the
original data for classification before data release. This can be
further reconstructed by registered owners who know the
sample data used for the conversion [4], [5]. The perturbation
technique is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Implementation of perturbation technique
B. Advanced encryption standard (AES)
AES is a balanced cryptographic algorithm that is secure
enough to protect data and can encrypt and decrypt data with
key lengths of 128, 192, and 256 bits [5] and it . The AES
encryption algorithm has the process of transforming the
bytes that consists of Sub-Bytes, Shift-Rows, Mix-columns,
and Add-Round-Key as transformation bytes [5]. In the case
of decryption, the reverse cipher transformation is executed in
the
opposite
direction
using
Inv-Sub-Bytes,
Inv-Mix-Columns, and Add-Round-Key. In AES algorithm
confidentiality is provided by block cipher modes (ECB,
OFB, CBC, CFB, CTR & XTS).
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Randomly encrypted modes use the initiation vector (IV)
and by this it is possible to create unique ciphers even if the
same empty text is encrypted several times [20]. Salt is
implemented with AES to overcome the following
shortcomings:
(1) The attacker can quickly detect the password using the
birthday conflict method. It becomes much easier if a large
number of passwords are stored in the database.
(2) An attacker can break a password in a few seconds
using a predetermined number of hashes.
To remove these flaws, it is possible to combine the salt
password before performing the hash function. Salt is a fixed
length random number and different for each entry saved. It is
saved after the password hash in plain text (original content).
C. Gaussian Blurring
The process of blurring an image via a Gaussian function is
called Gaussian blurring. The main idea of this technique is to
update the value of one pixel with the average of neighboring
pixels.
Instead of calculating the average of all neighboring pixels,
the weighted average is calculated. When this value is
combined with the corresponding blurred pixel, the average
weight of each pixel shows the largest value. Ideally, the
Gaussian blurring method helps to find the weight of each
neighboring pixel. The two-dimensional Gaussian functions
are shown in Figure 1. The blurred pixel has a peak value
compared to other neighboring weighted average pixels [11] [12].

Figure 3. The graphical representation of the
2-dimensional Gaussian function [12].
The weight of the main pixel and the other weight of the
base pixels can be calculated by Equation (1) in the Gaussian
equation [11], [12]. The parameters of this equation are
explained as follows:
F(x,y)=1/(2Пν2)exp((x2+y2)/2ν2 )
(1)
Where ν is blur factor, e is euler number, x and y represents
the horizontal vertical distance to centre pixel respectively. If
the blur factor increases, the image becomes more blur.
According to equation 1, the x and y distances are zero for the
central pixel. As the distance from the central pixel increases,
the value of x2 + y2 increases and the weight decreases. If this
formula is used for two dimensions, the bell-shaped
distribution originates from the focal point and forms the
homomorphic circular surfaces. These distribution values are
used to make the change. That matrix is used to the original
film. Each new value of the pixels can be calculated by
averaging the self and neighboring pixels. The central pixel
takes on a higher average weight. Nevertheless, the weight of
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neighboring pixels is directly proportional to the distance to
the center. This process protects blurred coating, borders and
edges [11]. The Gauss blur is applied to rows and columns.
Thus, there is no need to pass every pixel. In this case the time
complexity is given by equation 2[11]:
(2)
The Gaussian blurring mechanism for an image can be seen
in Figure 2. The general purpose of this function is: to reduce
image noise and image margins [12]. This is to ensure that bad
high-frequency information does not appear in the image,
which affects the indistinguishable causes of different signals.
Gaussian blur is a suitable solution for images that do not have
sharp edges.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section gives the description of the proposed system.
And the entire system of operation is shown in Figure 4.
A. Data Provider (DP)
The steps for the Data provider are shown below:
 Data provider upload image
 Then Encrypted using secret key
 Encrypted file is converted to binary
 The binary file is stored in Database of the cloud server
The data provider has an account registered prior to access
the cloud server. Then DP can login to the account from
anywhere using username and password and also DP can
upload or download files. In the case of uploading, the content
is encrypted with AES and salt key encryption method before
being stored in the database.
B. Data User (DU)
The steps for the Cloud Users are shown below:
Request access to cloud server for image file
Cloud server send access request to data provider
Cloud server enable registration of the Data user
After enabling the Data user, Binary image file is sent to
Data user
Data user decrypt the Binary image file using secret key
Data user obtains the privacy protected image file (blur
image)
Cloud server send OTP by email for accessing the image
DU is a user who can able to access data from the cloud
server. DU must also get registered as DP in the cloud and can
send requests to DP. The DP if it is genuine accepts the
requests from DU and then shares a key with DU to access the
data. DU after getting the key from the DP can access the data
from the cloud.
C. Authorization Verification:
Authentication is the process of verifying a user's right to
access something. The proposed model verifies the data user's
privilege to access image data file in cloud environment. Both
the DU and DP are verified whether they are meeting the data
policies. After that cloud administrator approves the DU and
DP.
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All the sensitive data namely user email id and password
are encrypted using AES with salt algorithm and stored into
data base. Both the DU and DP are validated through one
time verification code (OTVC) sent to their registered email
ids. Depending on the verification, cloud administrator
activates an account, ban illegal users, Monitor the user
access. The uploaded image document to the cloud server by
DP is converted to .txt file by the perturbation approach then
that text file is encrypted with secret key set by the data
provider. Each file has unique file id then that perturbated file
is converted to binary file and stored into database. If DU
want to access the uploaded file by the DP, DU must send
access request to the DP, then DP validate the request and
enable access to corresponding DU. If the DP enable access to
DU, the cloud server send Access Key (One Time Password)
to DU for viewing original image uploaded by the DP. Until
then, DU cannot able to view the original image.

Provider

Figure 6. Account Activation OTP sent by Cloud
Administrator

Figure 7. Account Created by Data Provider

Figure 4. Operation of the Proposed System
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 8. Login by Data User

The above operation is executed C-sharp and dotnet with
backend tool using SQL server. It uses public IP configured
system/server and the results are obtained. Figure 5 represents
the access request intimation email sent to data provider,
Figure 6 shows the account activation OTP sent by cloud
administrator, Figure 7 shows the account created by data
provider, Figure 8 shows the login by data user, Figure 9
represents the file access request by data user to data provider,
Figure 10 shows the file access granted by data provider,
Figure 11 shows the image uploaded by data provider has
converted to “.txt” file, Figure 12 shows the access grant
permission by data provider , Figure 13 shows the data
protection through perturbation, Figure 14 shows the login by
cloud administrator, Figure 15 shows the cloud adminaccount activation panel, Figure 16 shows the cloud adminaccount de-activation panel, Figure 17 shows the image data
perturbation.

Figure 9. File Access Request by Data User to Data
Provider

Figure 10. File Access Granted by Data Provider

Figure 5. Access Request Intimation email sent to Data
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Figure 11. Image Uploaded by Data Provider has
converted to “.txt” File

Figure 14. Login by Cloud Administrator

Figure 15. Cloud Admin- Account Activation Panel

Figure 12. Access Grant Permission by Data Provider

(a)

Figure 16. Cloud Admin- Account De-Activation Panel

(b)

(c)

Figure 17. Image Data Perturbation
The sample of four test images is taken for the study. Their
extension, dimension is shown in Table 1. After perturbation,
the size of the file, the type of the file, and its execution
time in milliseconds are shown in Table 1. Figure 18 shows
the comparison of file size (kB), perturbed file size (kB) and
execution time (ms) of the four sample test images taken for
study. The results show that the average execution time is
0.034 seconds. Also the storage space occupied by the
software of the proposed system is less than 100kB. This is
the major advantage of the proposed system and till now it is
not achieved by any other models in the existing literature.

Figure 13 Data Protection through Perturbation
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Table 1. Execution Time of the Test images
File Name

Test
image1

Test
image2

Test
image3

Test
image4

File Size

36.3kB

37.1kB

15.0kB

10.5kB

File Extension

.jpg

.jpg

.jpg

.jpg

File Dimension

738x415

452x678

214x170

143x178

Buffer

Buffer

Buffer

Buffer

.txt

.txt

.txt

.txt

37 kB

38 kB

16 kB

11 kB

39.1016

33.7738

28.8865

34.3017

Perturbated File
Name
Perturbated File
Type
Perturbated File
Size
Perturbated File
Execution Time
(ms)

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Figure 18. Comparison of File size (kB), Perturbed File
size (kB) and Execution Time (ms) of the four Test Images

13.

VI. CONCLUSION

14.

Rapid increase in image data produced by individuals and
companies provoke privacy hitches such as unauthorized
revelation of personal data and person’s individuality
stealing, but it can be used to protect privacy of the user and
also personal information. Data provider and Cloud
Administrator are two types of users who have privilege and
access. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm
with salt key is selected for the login authentication process,
which ensures the protection of information from
unauthorized access and is proposed to create a random key
generation. Data perturbation is used to add noise in
databases, and Gaussian blur is done to introduce some
degree of degradation in the original image. In this process,
security authentication is reinforced in the ciphertext changes
that make up the key words for each encryption process. The
result shows that the model is relatively fast with a time
average of 0.034 s occupying less than 100kB of memory
space.
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